Abstract-Grid computing facilitates the users to consume the services over the network. In order to optimize the workflow execution, multi-objective scheduling algorithm is required. In this paper, we considered two conflicting objectives of execution time (makespan) and total cost. We propose a scheduling algorithm, using Reference Point Based multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (R-NSGA-II), which provides the optimal scheduling solutions near the regions of user preference within the given quality of service constraints. The simulation results show the multiple solutions are obtained near each user specified regions of interest.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of networking technology, grid computing [1] has emerged as a promising distributed computing paradigm that enables large-scale resource sharing and collaboration. Grid resources are normally highly dynamic and heterogeneous. One of the key challenges of heterogeneous systems is the scheduling problem. Scheduling of computational tasks on the Grid is a complex optimization problem, which may require consideration of different scheduling criteria. Usually, the most important are the task execution time, cost of running a task on a machine, reliability, resource utilization etc.
The optimization of scheduling problem is NP-complete, so numerous heuristic algorithms have been proposed in literature [2] . Many heuristics have also been proposed for workflow scheduling in order to optimize a single objective. Defining the multiple objectives for the task scheduling problem for generating efficient schedules at reduced computational times are of research interest in the recent days. In a multi-dimensional parameter space, it is in general not possible to find a solution that is best with respect to all the objectives, which makes the problem of requirements specification a real challenge. User may prefer the solution with slightly higher value for one objective but with large savings in other. With this motivation, this paper considers the two objectives for task scheduling keeping in view the tradeoff between two conflicting objectives of minimizing the makespan and total cost under the specified deadline and budget constraint.
We consider the preference set of solutions near the user specified regions of interest for that we used Reference Point Based Non-dominated Sort Genetic Algorithm (R-NSGA-II).
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II specifies some of the related work. In section III, we introduced the grid scheduling problem formulation. Section IV, describes the technique of multi objective optimization and different multi objective evolutionary algorithms used. In section V we described the implementation details of MOEA for the problem of workflow scheduling. Section VI discusses the simulation analysis of proposed scheduling approach. Finally section VII gives the conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
The problem of Grid scheduling for directed acyclic graph (DAG) based task graph has already been addressed in the literature. Most of the related work considers execution time (makespan) and economic cost as two independent scheduling criteria. To schedule scientific workflow applications in Grid Computing environments, Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) and Genetic Algorithms have been applied with extension by the ASKALON project [3] . The solution proposed by E. Tsiakkouri et al. [4] addresses a similar problem of bi-criteria budget-constrained workflow scheduling, by applying a two-phase optimization. Depending on which criterion is optimized in the first phase (either execution time or economic cost), one of two proposed versions of the scheduling algorithm is used (called LOSS and GAIN respectively). The work presented in [5] addresses tradeoff between execution time and reliability. The authors propose two workflow scheduling algorithms; one of which is called BDLS and the second one called BGA is a genetic algorithm.
[6] Proposes a new bi-criterion workflow scheduling algorithm that performs optimization based on a flexible sliding constraint, and they apply a dynamic programming method to the entire workflow to enable an extensive exploration of the search space within the optimization process. The work presented in [7] proposes evolutionary algorithms as powerful heuristics which can address the general multi-criteria scheduling problems for workflows. The presented algorithms aim at providing a wide spread of alternative solutions (a Pareto set) rather than a single solution. It investigated and compared three major well known MOEA approaches to solve the workflow scheduling problem in grid. A. Talukder et al. [8] proposed a workflow execution planning approach using Multi-objective Differential Evolution (MODE) to generate a set of tradeoff schedules within the user specified constraints (deadline and budget), which will offer more choices to user when estimating QOS requirements. Unlike the aforementioned work, we have proposed workflow scheduling using Referenced Point Based NSGA-II (R-NSGA-II) [9] . This approach delivers scheduling solutions in the multiple region of interest of user simultaneously and it also generates multiple trade-off schedules in each region that minimizes the execution time and cost in the given quality of service constraints.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
We define workflow Grid scheduling as the problem of assigning different precedence constraint tasks in the workflow to different available grid resources. We model the application as a task graph: Let G = (V, E) be a directed acyclic graph (DAG), with V as the set of n tasks t i ∈ V, 1≤i≤n and E is the set of edges representing precedence constraint among the tasks e = (t i , t j ) ∈ E, 1≤i≤n, 1≤j≤n, i≠j. Associated to each edge is the amount of data required to send from task t i to t j if they are not executed on the same resource. Let set R represent the m number of resources which are available in the grid and resource r j ∈ R is associated with two values: Time and cost of executing the task on resource r j . Every task t i has to be processed on resource r j until completion. In our work, each solution is represented as two strings, the task assignment string and the scheduling order string. Task assignment string is the allocation of each task to the available time slot of the resource capable of executing the task and the scheduling order string encodes the order to schedule tasks. The order in the scheduling order string must satisfy the dependencies. We denote that time (t i ) is the completion time of task t i and cost (t i ) is the total cost which include input data transmission cost and service cost for processing t i . The execution optimization problem is to generate task assignment string S, which maps every t i onto a suitable r j to achieve the multi-objective below:
where t i ∈V and 1≤i≤n
where t i ∈ V and 1≤i≤n
Subject to Cost(S) < B and Time(S) < D, where B is the cost constraint (Budget) and D is the time constraint (Deadline) required by users for workflow execution.
IV. EVOLUTIONARY MULTI-OBJECTIVE WORKFLOW GRID SCHEDULING

A. Multi-Objective Optimization
In this paper we consider a bi-objective minimization problem with the task of minimization of makespan and cost. In a Multi-objective Optimization Problem (MOP), one solution that is the best with respect to all objectives may not be achieved. Usually the aim is to determine the trade-off surface, which is a set of non-dominated solution points, known as Pareto optimal solutions. Every individual in this set is an acceptable solution.
Mathematically a MOP can be formulated as follows:
where f i is the i th objective function, x is a decision vector that represents a solution; N obj is the number of objectives. MOP uses the concept of Pareto dominance which is defined as:
Definition (Pareto Dominance) Consider the minimization problem. Let x 1 and x 2 are two decision vectors (solutions) from definition domain. Solution x 1 dominates x 2 if the following two conditions hold:
If x 1 dominates x 2 then x 1 is known as non dominant solution. The solutions that are non-dominated within the entire search space are denoted as Pareto optimal set or Pareto optimal front. The concept of Pareto optimal front is shown in Fig. 1 . 
B. Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithms
In this paper we are using the two well known multi-objective algorithms. These are Non Dominated Sort Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) and Reference Point Based Non Dominated Sort Genetic Algorithm (R-NSGA-II). It is an extension of NSGA-II with some user specified preferences or reference points.
The idea of elitist non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) was introduced in [10] . NSGA-II evaluates solutions based on the values of each objective by ensuring elitism and diversity among the solutions. In NSGA-II, initially a random parent population of size N is generated and sorted using fast non-dominated sort procedure. Each solution or schedule is assigned a fitness value using fitness function. The offspring population is then created by applying genetic operations i.e. selection, crossover and mutation on parent population. The procedure is different from the first generation onward; the parent populations and offspring population are combined to form population of size 2N in the t th generation. Then, the non-domination sorting is applied. Since all previous best and current population members are included, so elitism is ensured. The new parent population is created by adding solutions from the first front (Best front). If size of thus created new parent population is
. This procedure is continued until no more fronts can be accommodated. Thereafter, last non-accepted fronts' solutions are sorted in descending order based on crowding distance measurement discussed in [10] and best solutions of the sorted front are included until size of population exceeds N. This algorithm is repeated until maximum number of generations M. NSGA-II has advantage that a set of solutions is generated while preserving uniform diversity among solutions but failed to generate solutions according to user choices.
In order to solve problems such as workflow scheduling where user has some preferences for solutions, R-NSGA-II [9] is more suitable. In R-NSGA-II, a user or decision maker simply provides some clues in terms of reference directions or reference points which represent the region of interest of the user. So the algorithm is able to generate the solutions in the region of user interest rather than wasting time to find other solutions which are not of user interest. Moreover, multiple reference points can be specified by the user. The generic overview of R-NSGA-II procedure is shown in Fig.  2. 1. generate initial parent population 2. repeat 3. generate offspring population from parent population by applying Selection, Crossover and Mutation operators 4. combine parent and offspring population 5. place each individual in its respective front by applying fast non-dominated sort on combined population 6. calculate preference distance of each front's individual using nitching strategy specified in Fig. 3  7 . make new parent population by selecting individuals which are in better front and having least preference distance 8. until (maximum number of generations) In order to generate solutions near the user specified reference point, the preference operator in NSGA-II is used to select the subset of solutions from the last front which cannot be accommodated entirely to maintain the population size in the next population. Here preference distance is measured instead of crowding distance. The preference distance in the preference operator represents the closeness of solution from the user specified region. The modification performed is shown in Fig. 3 by R-NSGA-II nitching (diversity) strategy.
1. Assign rank to each solution with respect to each reference point according to calculated Euclidean distance (Eq. 6). 2. Determine preference distance of each solution by selecting minimum rank with respect to all reference points. 3. Make groups of solutions by applying ε-clearing idea and retain one random solution from each group. 
where dx, R -normalized Euclidean distance from solution x to reference point R, Nobj -number of objectives, fimaxmaximum value of ith objective in the population, fiminminimum value of i th objective in the population. The ε-clearing idea specified in the Fig. 3 is used to control the spread of solutions near the preferred Pareto optimal regions and is based upon the concept of ε-dominance. This diversification between solutions is maintained by ε-value gap which implies the tolerance or precision for objective values specified by the user. The ε-value is chosen according the application and it may be different for each objective.
V. IMPLEMENTATION OF MULTI-OBJECTIVE EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS TO WORKFLOW SCHEDULING
Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEA) is well known meta-heuristic global search technique. This starts with a population of randomly generated candidate solutions and move towards the better set of solutions (Pareto optimal front) over number of generations. Its implementation for workflow task scheduling is as given below.
Step1 (Initialization): The chromosome consists of two parts: the task assignment string and scheduling order string. The task assignment string S is obtained by randomly assigning each task to available resource. It is a vector of length equal to V that represents the number of tasks. S(i)=j means that i th task is assigned to j th resource. The random scheduling order string SS, which is also of size V, is formed by performing the topological sort of the DAG which signifies that the ordering of tasks obeys the precedence constraints. SS(i)=k represents that i th task is at the k th position in the scheduling order. Step2 (Selection): For the task assignment string, the combination of parent and child solutions is selected by two objective functions FTIME(S) and FCOST(S). These functions assume their values using (1) and (2) respectively by adding the penalty value if they go beyond the deadline constraint or budget constraint.
Step3 (Crossover): Crossovers are used to generate new solutions by rearranging the part of existing fittest solutions. We have used one point crossover for task assignment string. The probability of crossover has been set to 0.8.
Step4 (Mutation): For mutation single chromosome is selected to generate new chromosome that, possibly, is genetically better. We used the replacing mutation operator with the probability of mutation set to 0.5.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We used GridSim [11] toolkit in our experiment to simulate the scheduling of workflow tasks. GridSim is a java based toolkit for modeling and simulation of resource and application scheduling in large-scale parallel and distributed computing environment such as Grid. It is flexible to support simulation of grid entities like resources, users, application tasks, resource brokers or schedulers and their behavior using discrete events.
In our test environment, we simulated complex workflow applications consisting of 20 tasks on 8 virtual resources. Links between resources are established through a router so that direct communication can take place between resources. Computational rating (Million instructions per second) and computational cost (in dollars) of each resource is generated with non-uniform distribution. Communication baud rate between resources is specified in terms of Mbps. Number of data units required by one task from another task in the workflow are also generated non-uniformly.
In order to generate valid schedule which can meet both deadline and budget constraints specified by the user, two algorithms HEFT [12] and Greedy Cost were used to make deadline and budget effectively. HEFT is a time optimization scheduling algorithm which gives minimum makespan (Timemin) and maximum total cost (Costmax) of the workflow schedule. Greedy Cost is a cost optimization scheduling algorithm which gives maximum makespan (Timemax) and minimum total cost (Costmin) of the workflow schedule Thus Deadline (D) and Budget (B) are specified as:
The value of parameter P can vary from 0.1 to 0.7 for both deadline and budget, we used 0.1, 0.4 and 0.7 to make loose, intermediate and stiff constraints respectively. Loose constraint means that the user requires large values for deadline and budget while stiff means small values respectively. We evaluated R-NSGA-II with single reference point and two reference points. The objective values for these reference points are also established using Timemax, Timemin , Costmax and Costmin in order to generate valid schedules (solutions).
In order to compare the performance of algorithms NSGA-II and R-NSGA-II, we conducted our experiment over 10 runs and then optimal solutions were found by merging the non dominated solutions of each run. Fig. 4 shows the non dominated solutions obtained with NSGA-II and R-NSGA-II at different constraints. Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) shows, non-dominated solutions generated by R-NSGA-II are only in region of user interest rather than generation of wide spread non-dominated solution over the entire Pareto front as produced by NSGA-II at loose and intermediate constraints. But in Fig. 4 (c) on stiff constraint, solutions obtained by both algorithms are in same region with slight difference because only a few non-dominated solutions exist with very small value of budget and deadline constraint. Further Fig. 5 , shows solutions generated with NSGA-II and R-NSGA-II when user have more than one preference region i.e. two reference points. Here we get multiple solutions in each region of interest simultaneously with same computation time.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Here, we focused on the optimization of the workflow scheduling in a grid. Existing bi-criteria workflow scheduling algorithm generates the wide spread alternative solutions. However, we used the evolutionary algorithms approach to find more than one solutions near the user specified region of interest. With reference point based non dominated sorting algorithm (R-NSGA-II) we are able to generate the number of Pareto optimal scheduling solutions in the multiple regions of interest simultaneously and that minimize the total execution time (makespan) and cost along each desired region of interest of the user. In future work we will evaluate the scheduling approach using more than two Engineering, Vol. 2, No. 4, July 2012 objectives simultaneously. We will also enhance the approach by using other optimization approaches.
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